Introduction
The concept of a prime ideal is generalized in nearrings as equiprime, 3-prime and cprime ideal. Bhavanari, Kuncham and Kedukodi [20] introduced graph of a nearring N with respect to an ideal I denoted by G I (N ). We introduce an equiprime graph EQ I (N ) with respect to an ideal I and c-prime graph C I (N ) with respect to an ideal I. We prove that if I is an equiprime ideal of N then I is a vertex cover of EQ I (N ) and if I is a c-prime ideal of N then I is a vertex cover of C I (N ). We prove that C I (N \ I) is an empty graph if I is a c-prime ideal and EQ I (N \ I) is an empty graph
if I is an equiprime ideal of N . We find bounds for the diameter of EQ I (N \ I) and C I (N \ I). For a commutative ring N, we prove that the zero divisor graph Γ(N ) is same as C {0} (N \ {0}). We show that the graphs EQ I (N ), G I (N ) and C I (N ) are edge partitionable. As there are interrelations between equiprime, 3-prime and c-prime ideal, it is natural to verify for interrelation between EQ I (N ), G I (N ) and C I (N ). We prove that the graphs G I (N ) and EQ I (N ) coincide if I is an equiprime ideal of N or totally reflexive ideal of N . We prove that C I (N ) and G I (N ) coincide if I is a c-prime ideal of N . Also, if I is an equiprime ideal of right permutable nearring N or prime ideal of commutative ring N then we prove that the graphs G I (N ), EQ I (N ) and C I (N ) coincide. A nearring homomorphism is a mapping between two nearrings that preserves binary operations. A graph homomorphism is a mapping between two graphs that preserves adjacency. We find a relation between a nearing homomorphism and a graph homomorphism. We prove that an onto nearring homomorphism is a graph homomorphism between two prime graphs. The primeness property of an ideal need not be preserved under homomorphism. By using properties of graph homomorphisms, and prime graphs we find conditions under which homomorphic images of different prime ideals are prime ideals.
Beck [13] introduced zero divisor graph of a commutative ring R denoted by Γ(R).
Anderson and Livingston [9] proposed generalized version for the definition of Γ(R).
Redmond [99] found bounds on the size of a ring using zero-divisor graph of the ring. Badawi and Anderson [7] studied zero divisor graph of a ring. Chelvam and Nitya [30] studied zero divisor graph of ideal of nearring. Anderson and Badawi [8] defined total graph of a commutative ring and studied induced subgraphs of total graph. Chakrabarty, Ghosh, Mukherjee and Sen [29] proposed the intersection graph of nontrivial left ideals of a ring. Redmond [98] introduced ideal based zero divisor graph of a nearring. Kedukodi [73] studied fuzzy graph of a nearring with respect to an ideal.
EQ I (N ), C I (N ) and Examples
Notation 5.2.1. Let I be an ideal of N . We denote H I = {p ∈ N | for x, y ∈ N, pr(x − y) − pr0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N ⇔ prx − pry ∈ I for all r ∈ N }. Ideals of N are {0}, {0, a}, {0, b}, N . We have H {0} = H {0,a} = H {0,b} = H N = N . Proposition 5.2.4. Let I be an ideal of N and I H = {p ∈ N | prx 1 − pry 1 ∈ I for all r ∈ N ⇔ prx 2 − pry 2 ∈ I for all r ∈ N, for every x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 ∈ N satisfying
Proof. Let I be an ideal of N and p ∈ H I . Let x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 ∈ N be such that x 1 − y 1 = x 2 − y 2 . Then for r ∈ N , we have prx 1 − pry 1 ∈ I ⇔ pr(x 1 − y 1 ) − pr0 ∈ I ⇔ pr(x 2 − y 2 ) − pr0 ∈ I ⇔ prx 2 − pry 2 ∈ I. Hence p ∈ I H. This proves H I ⊆ I H. To prove I H ⊆ H I , let p ∈ I H. Fix x, y ∈ N . Then for r ∈ N, we get prx − pry ∈ I ⇔ pr(x − y) − pr0 ∈ I (by taking x 1 = x, y 1 = y, x 2 = x − y, y 2 = 0 in the condition of I H). Hence p ∈ H I . Thus I H = H I .
Proof. Let a ∈ N such that arx 1 − ary 1 ∈ I for all r ∈ N . Fix r ∈ N . Now, arx 2 − ary 2 = ar(x 1 − y 1 + y 2 ) − ary 2 (because x 1 − y 1 = x 2 − y 2 ) = ar(x 1 + (−y 1 + y 2 )) − ary 2 = i 1 + arx 1 − ary 2 , for some i 1 ∈ I (by Remark 5.2.8(i) as −y 1 + y 2 ∈ I ) = i 1 + arx 1 − ar(y 1 − x 1 + x 2 ) (because x 1 − y 1 = x 2 − y 2 ) = i 1 + arx 1 − ar((y 1 − x 1 + x 2 ) − y 1 + y 1 ) = i 1 + arx 1 − ar((y 1 + (−x 1 + x 2 ) − y 1 ) + y 1 ) = i 1 + arx 1 − ar(i 2 + y 1 ) for some i 2 ∈ I (because y 1 + (−x 1 + x 2 ) − y 1 ∈ I) = i 1 + arx 1 − ar((y 1 − y 1 ) + i 2 + y 1 ) = i 1 + arx 1 − ar(y 1 + (−y 1 + i 2 + y 1 )) = i 1 + arx 1 − ar(y 1 + i 3 ) for some i 3 ∈ I (because −y 1 + i 2 + y 1 ∈ I = i 1 + arx 1 − (i 4 + ary 1 ), for some i 4 ∈ I (by Remark 5.2.8(i))
Therefore arx 2 − ary 2 ∈ I for all r ∈ N . Thus H I = N . Definition 5.2.10. Let I be an ideal of N, H I = N and p ∈ N . Let EQ p I (N ) be the graph with vertex set N and the pair of distinct vertices p and (x − y) are adjacent if and only if prx − pry ∈ I for all r ∈ N or (x − y)rp − (x − y)r0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N .
Then ∪ p∈N EQ p I (N ) is called the equiprime graph of nearring N with respect to ideal I denoted by EQ I (N ).
Remark 5.2.11. Let I be an ideal of N. For x, y ∈ N, we have 0rx − 0ry = 0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N . Hence EQ (iii) Let x ∈ N . If x ∈ I then x is connected to all other vertices of EQ I (N ).
Proof. To prove (i), let p ∈ I and x ∈ N . Then prx ∈ I for all r ∈ N and pr0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N. Then prx − pr0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N . Hence p and (x − 0) are adjacent in EQ p I (N ). Therefore p is adjacent to all other vertices of EQ p I (N ). Thus EQ p I (N ) is a star graph with root vertex p.
To prove (ii) , let EQ p I (N ) be a star graph with root vertex p. Then for x ∈ N, we get prx − pr0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N or xrp − xr0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N . Let prx − pr0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N . Suppose I = N. Then p ∈ I. Let I ⊂ N . Choose x ∈ N \ I. As I is an equiprime ideal of N, we get p ∈ I. The proof is similar for xrp − xr0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N .
To prove (iii) , let x be a vertex in EQ I (N ) and x ∈ I. Then by (i), we get EQ x I (N ) is a star graph with root vertex x. As EQ I (N ) = ∪ p∈N EQ p I (N ), we get x is adjacent to all other vertices of EQ I (N ). (ii) If I is a c-prime ideal of N and x is a vertex in
Proof. To prove (i), let x ∈ I. Suppose x = 0. Then deg(x) = deg(0). Now, suppose x = 0. Let us assume deg(x) < deg(0). Then there exists a vertex y ∈ N such that (x, y) / ∈ E(C I (N )) ⇒ xy / ∈ I and yx / ∈ I. As x ∈ I, we get xy ∈ I for all y ∈ N a contradiction to the fact that xy / ∈ I for some y ∈ N. Hence deg(x) = deg(0).
To prove (ii) , let deg(x) = deg(0). Then for all y ∈ N with y = x, we get xy ∈ I or yx ∈ I. Let us assume xy ∈ I. Let I = N. Then x ∈ I. Let I = N . Choose y ∈ N \ I.
As I is a c-prime ideal of N, we get x ∈ I. The proof is similar for yx ∈ I.
Remark 5.3.5. (i) If I is a totally reflexive ideal of N then for all a ∈ N, aN 0 ⊆ I.
Theorem 5.3.6. Let I be an ideal of N and
any one of the following conditions are satisfied.
(i) Nearring N is zerosymmetric.
(ii) Nearring N is distributive.
(iii) Ideal I is totally reflexive.
(iv) Ideal I is an equiprime ideal.
Proof. Let I be an ideal of N . To prove (i), suppose x, y ∈ N such that (x, y) ∈ E(G I (N )). Then xN y ⊆ I or yN x ⊆ I. Let xN y ⊆ I. Then xny ∈ I for all n ∈ N . As N is zero-symmetric, xny − xn0 ∈ I. Then x and y are adjacent in . Then anb − an0 ∈ I for all n ∈ N or bna − bn0 ∈ I for all n ∈ N . As N is zero-symmetric, we get an0 = 0, bn0 = 0 for all n ∈ N ⇒ anb ∈ I or bna ∈ I for all n ∈ N ⇒ aN b ⊆ I or bN a ⊆ I ⇒ (a, b) ∈ E(G I (N )). Hence
To prove (ii) , let p, x ∈ N such that (p, x) ∈ E(G I (N )). Then pN x ⊆ I or xN p ⊆ I.
Let pN x ⊆ I. Then pnx ∈ I for all n ∈ N . Let n ∈ N . Consider pnx − pn0 I (N ) ⇒ anb − an0 ∈ I for all n ∈ N . As N is distributive an(b − 0) ∈ I for all n ∈ N . Then anb ∈ I for all n ∈ N ⇒ aN b ⊆ I.
To prove (iii) , let I be a totally reflexive ideal of N and x, y ∈ N such that (x, y) ∈ E(G I (N )). Then xN y ⊆ I or yN x ⊆ I. Let xN y ⊆ I. Then xny ∈ I for all n ∈ N . As I is a totally reflexive by Remark 5.3.5(i), we get xN 0 ⊆ I. Then xn0 ∈ I for all n ∈ N ⇒ xny, xn0 ∈ I for all n ∈ N ⇒ xny − xn0 ∈ I for all n ∈ N . Hence (N ) ⇒ anb − an0 ∈ I for all n ∈ N . As I is a totally reflexive ideal of N by Remark 5.3.5(i), we have aN 0 ⊆ I. Then an0 ∈ I for all n ∈ N . Then anb − an0 + an0 ∈ I for all n ∈ N ⇒ anb ∈ I for all n ∈ N .
To prove (iv), let I be an equiprime ideal of N . Suppose x, y ∈ N such that (x, y) ∈ E(G I (N )). Then we have xN y ⊆ I or yN x ⊆ I. Let xN y ⊆ I. Then xny ∈ I for all n ∈ N . As I is equiprime ideal of N we get xny − xn0 ∈ I. Then x and y are adjacent in EQ I (N ) ⇒ anb − an0 ∈ I for all n ∈ N . As I is an equiprime ideal we get a ∈ I or b ∈ I. Suppose a ∈ I. Then aN
By Remark 5.3.5(ii), we have V (EQ I (N )) = V (G I (N )) = N . (i) N is a equiprime nearring.
(ii) N is a ring.
Proof. To prove (i), every equiprime nearring is zero symmetric. Hence the proof follows from Theorem 5.3.6(i).
To prove (ii) , every ring is a distributive nearring. Hence the proof follows from Theorem 5.3.6(ii).
We give an example shows that inclusion in Proposition 5.3.11 can be strict. 
Proposition 5.3.13. Let I be a c-prime ideal of N . Then G I (N ) = C I (N ).
Let a, b ∈ N such that (a, b) ∈ E(C I (N )). Then ab ∈ I or ba ∈ I. Let ab ∈ I. By the property of c-prime ideal, we get a ∈ I or b ∈ I. Now, suppose a ∈ I. Then
Proposition 5.3.14. Let N be a right permutable nearring and I be an ideal of N .
(i) I is a 3-prime ideal if and only if I is a c-prime ideal of N .
(ii) If I is an equiprime ideal then I is a c-prime ideal of N .
(iii) If I is a 3-semiprime ideal then I is a c-semiprime ideal of N . Proof. To prove (i), suppose I is a 3-prime ideal of N and x, y ∈ N such that xy ∈ I.
Then xyN ⊆ IN ⊆ I ⇒ xyn ∈ I for all n ∈ N . By right permutability of nearring we get xny ∈ I for all n ∈ N . Hence xN y ⊆ I. By the property of 3-prime ideal, we get x ∈ I or y ∈ I. Therefore I is a c-prime ideal of N .
By Theorem 0.1.17, every c-prime ideal is a 3-prime ideal of N .
Thus N is right permutable nearring then I is a 3-prime if and only if I is a c-prime ideal of N .
To prove (ii) , let I be an equiprime ideal of N . By Theorem 0.1.17, I is a 3-prime ideal of N . Then by (i) I is a c-prime ideal of N .
To prove (iii) , let I be an 3-semiprime ideal of N and x ∈ N . Let xx ∈ I.
Then xxN ⊆ IN ⊆ I. Hence xxn ∈ I for all n ∈ N . By right permutability of nearring xnx ∈ I for all n ∈ N . Hence xN x ⊆ I. As I is 3-semiprime we get x ∈ I.
Thus I is a c-semiprime ideal of N . Then by Proposition 5.3.14(ii), I is a c-prime ideal of N . By Proposition 5.3.13, we get G I (N ) = C I (N ). As I is an equiprime ideal of N by Theorem 5.3.6(iv), we get
To prove (ii), we have every prime ideal is an equiprime ideal in a commutative ring and commutative ring is right permutable. Hence the proof follows by (i).
To prove (iii) , suppose I is an equiprime ideal of nearring and I has IFP. Then by Lemma 2.17, in Kedukodi, Kuncham and Bhavanari [75] , I is a c-prime ideal of N .
Properties of EQ I (N ), C I (N ) and Interrelations
Hence by Proposition 5.3.13, G I (N ) = C I (N ). As I is an equiprime ideal of N by Theorem 5.3.6(iv), we get G I (N ) = EQ I (N ). Proof. Let I be a c-prime ideal of N . Suppose I = N. Then I is strong vertex cut of
Then xy ∈ I or yx ∈ I. Let xy ∈ I. By the property of c-prime ideal, we get x ∈ I or y ∈ I. A contradiction to the fact that x, y ∈ N \ I. Hence I is a strong vertex cut of C I (N ). The proof is similar for yx ∈ I.
Let I be a c-semiprime ideal of N and I be a strong cut of C I (N ). Let x, y ∈ N such that xy ∈ I. Suppose x = y. Then x ∈ I (I is c-semiprime).
Let x = y, x ∈ N \ I and y ∈ N \ I. As I is a strong vertex cut of C I (N ), we get (x, y) / ∈ E(C I (N )) ⇒ xy / ∈ I and yx / ∈ I. We get a contradiction to the fact that xy ∈ I. Thus I is a c-prime ideal of N . Note that I = {0} is a strong vertex cut of C I (N ) and I is not c-semiprime ideal (as a · a = 0 ∈ I however a / ∈ I). Observe that I is not c-prime ideal of N . Proof. Let p, x, y ∈ N such that prx − pry ∈ I for all r ∈ N . Then p and (x − y)
are adjacent in EQ I (N ). As G I (N ) = EQ I (N ), we get p and (x − y) are adjacent
As I is 3-prime, we get p ∈ I or (x − y) ∈ I. Thus I is an equiprime ideal of N .
We provide examples to show that Proposition 5.3.21, is not true in general if we exclude the assumptions.
Example 5.3.22. Consider nearring in Example 5.2.3. For I = {0, a}, we have Figure 5 .14. 
Then I is an equiprime ideal of N .
Proof. Let I = N. Then I is an equiprime ideal of N . Let I ⊂ N and x, y, p ∈ N such that prx−pry ∈ I for all r ∈ N . Then p and (x−y) are adjacent in EQ I (N ). Suppose p = 0. Then p ∈ I. Suppose x = y. Then (x − y) = 0 ∈ I. Suppose p = (x − y). Then (x−y) ∈ I (I is e-semiprime). Let p = 0, x = y and p = (x−y). As G I (N ) = EQ I (N ), we get p and (x − y) are adjacent in G I (N ). Then pN (x − y) ⊆ I or (x − y)N p ⊆ I. (ii) I is e-semiprime,
Proof. Let p, x, y ∈ N be such that prx − pry ∈ I for all r ∈ N . Suppose p = 0. Then
(I is e-semiprime). Let p = 0, x = y and p = (x − y). As prx − pry ∈ I, we get p and (x − y) are adjacent in EQ p I (N ). As N is zerosymmetric by Theorem 5.3.6, we get EQ I (N ) = G I (N ). Then p and (x − y) are adjacent in G I (N ). By ideal symmetry of
. By assumption (iii), we get p ∈ I or (x − y) ∈ I. Thus I is an equiprime ideal of N . 
Then I is c-prime.
Proof. To prove (i), let x, y ∈ N such that (x, y) ∈ E(C I (N )). Then xy ∈ I or yx ∈ I. Let xy ∈ I. By the property of c-prime ideal, we get x ∈ I or y ∈ I. Then
The proof is similar for yx ∈ I.
To prove (ii) , let x, y ∈ N such that xy ∈ I. Suppose x = y. Then x ∈ I. Let x = y. As xy ∈ I, there exists an edge between x and y in C I (N ). As C I (N ) is ideal symmetric we get deg(x) = deg(0) or deg(y) = deg(0). Hence by assumption (iii), we get x ∈ I or y ∈ I. Thus I is a c-prime ideal of N . Proof. Suppose p, k ∈ N such (p, k) ∈ E(G I (N )). Then pN k ⊆ I or kN p ⊆ I.
Let pN k ⊆ I. Then pnk ∈ I for all n ∈ N . As I is an equiprime ideal N, we get pnk − pn0 ∈ I for all n ∈ N . Hence p and k are adjacent in EQ I (N ). By the property of equiprime ideal, we get p ∈ I or k ∈ I. By Proposition 5.3.1 (iii) , p is adjacent with all other vertices in EQ I (N ) or k is adjacent with all other vertices in EQ I (N ). As I is an equiprime ideal of N by Theorem 5.3.6 (iv),
ideal symmetric. The proof is similar for kN p ⊆ I. To prove (ii) , as I is a 3-prime ideal of right permutable nearring N, by Proposition 5.3.14, I is a c-prime ideal of N . Result follows by (i).
To prove (iii) , as I is a prime ideal of commutative ring N then I is a c-prime ideal of N . Result follows by (i). (ii) C I (N \ I) is a subgraph of C I (N ).
(ii) Let H I = N . EQ I (N \ I) is a subgraph of EQ I (N ). (N \ I) ). Then xN y ⊆ I or yN x ⊆ I. We have N \ I ⊆ N ⇒ x, y ∈ N and xN y ⊆ I or yN x ⊆ I. Hence x and y are adjacent in
Proof. To prove (i), we have V (G
Then N \ I = ∅. Then C I (N \ I) is an empty graph. Let I = N . Let x, y ∈ N \ I such that (x, y) ∈ E(C I (N \ I)). Then xy ⊆ I or yx ⊆ I. We have N \ I ⊆ N ⇒ x, y ∈ N and xy ⊆ I or yx ⊆ I. Hence x and y are adjacent in C I (N ). Therefore
To prove (iii), suppose I = N. Then N \ I = ∅. Then EQ I (N \ I) is an empty graph. Let I ⊂ N . We have V (EQ I (N \ I)) = N \ I ⊆ N = V (EQ I (N )). Let p, x, y ∈ N \ I such that p and (x − y) are adjacent in EQ I (N \ I). Then prx − pry ∈ I or (x − y)rp − (x − y)r0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N . We have N \ I ⊆ N ⇒ p and (x − y) are adjacent in EQ I (N ). Therefore E(EQ I (N \ I)) ⊆ E(EQ I (N )).
Vertex Cover and Diameter
Proposition 5.4.1. (i) If I is a 3-prime ideal of N then I is a vertex cover of G I (N ).
(ii) If I is a c-prime ideal of N then I is a vertex cover of C I (N ).
(iii) If I is an equiprime ideal of N and H I = N then I is a vertex cover of EQ I (N ).
Proof. To prove (i), let (x, y) ∈ E(G I (N )). Then xN y ⊆ I or yN x ⊆ I. By the property of 3-prime ideal, we get x ∈ I or y ∈ I. Thus I is vertex cover of G I (N ).
To prove (ii) , let (x, y) ∈ E(C I (N )). Then xy ∈ I or yx ∈ I. By the property of
c-prime ideal, we get x ∈ I or y ∈ I. Thus I is vertex cover of C I (N ).
To prove (ii) , let (x, y) ∈ E(EQ I (N )) = E(∪ p∈N EQ p I (N )). Then (x, y) ∈ E(EQ x I (N )) or (x, y) ∈ E(EQ y I (N )). Let (x, y) ∈ E(EQ x I (N )). Then xry − xr0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N or yrx − yr0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N . As I is an equiprime ideal of N, we get x ∈ I or y ∈ I. Thus I is vertex cover of EQ I (N ).
Proposition 5.4.2. Let I be an ideal of N . If the vertex set of EQ I (N ) is restricted to N \ I then the graph obtained has at most one non-trivial component (denoted by
Proof. Let p, x be arbitrary non isolated vertices of EQ I (N \ I). We will prove that p and x are connected. Case 1: Let prx − pr0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N . Then (p, x) ∈ E(EQ I (N \ I) ). In the following cases we assume that p and x are not adjacent.
Case 2: Let prp − pr0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N and xrx − xr0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N . Fix r ∈ N.
Consider pr(px) − pr0 = (prp)x − pr0 = (i 1 + pr0)x − pr0 (since prp − pr0 ∈ I, we get prp = i 1 + pr0 for some i 1 ∈ I) = i 2 + pr0 − pr0 ∈ I (i 1 x = i 2 for some i 2 ∈ I).
Hence (p, px) ∈ E(EQ I (N \ I)). Also, (px)rx − (px)r0 = p(xrx) − (px)r0 = p(i 1 + xr0) − (px)r0= i 2 + pxr0 − pxr0 ∈ I (by Remark 5.2.8(ii)). Hence (px, x) ∈ E(EQ I (N \ I)). Therefore p − px − x is a path in
Case 3: Let prp−pr0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N and xr 1 x−xr 1 0 / ∈ I for some r 1 ∈ N. As x is not an isolated vertex, there exists b ∈ (N \ (I ∪ {p, x}) such that (b, x) ∈ E(EQ I (N \ I)).
Hence brx − br0 ∈ I or xrb − xr0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N . We get following subcases.
(i) Let brx − br0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N . Suppose brp − br0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N . Then (p, b) ∈ E(EQ I (N \ I)). Therefore p − b − x is a path in EQ I (N \ I). Now suppose brp − br0 / ∈ I for some r ∈ N . Fix r ∈ N. Consider (pb)rx − (pb)r0 = p(brx) − (pb)r0
Hence (pb, x) ∈ E(EQ I (N \ I)). Also, pr(pb) − pr0 = (prp)b − pr0 = (i 1 + pr0)b − pr0 = i 1 b + pr0 − pr0 ∈ I for some i 1 ∈ I. Hence (p, pb) ∈ E(EQ I (N \ I) ). Therefore
(ii) Let xrb − xr0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N . The proof is similar to (i).
Case 4: Let pr 1 p − pr 1 0 / ∈ I for some r 1 ∈ N and xrx − xr0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N. Then the proof is similar to Case 3.
Case 5: Let pr 2 p − pr 2 0 / ∈ I and xr 1 x − xr 1 0 / ∈ I for some r 1 , r 2 ∈ N. As p and x are not isolated vertices, there exist a, b ∈ (N \ (I ∪ {p, x}) such that (a, p),(b, x) ∈ E(EQ I (N \I)). This implies arp−ar0 ∈ I or pra−pr0 ∈ I, brx−br0 ∈ I or xrb − xr0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N . Suppose a = b. Then (a, p), (a, x) ∈ E(Q I (N \ I)).
Hence p − a − x is a path in EQ I (N \ I). Now, let a = b and (a, b) ∈ E(EQ I (N \ I)).
Suppose a = b and (a, b) / ∈ E(EQ I (N \ I)). Then we get following subcases.
(i) Suppose arp − ar0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N and brx − br0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N . Fix r ∈ N.
Consider ar(pb) − ar0= (arp)b − ar0 = (i 1 + ar0)b − ar0 = i 2 + ar0 − ar0 ∈ I for some i 1 , i 2 ∈ I. Hence (a, pb) ∈ E(EQ I (N \ I)). Similarly, (pb)rx − (pb)r0 = p(brx) − (pb)r0 ∈ I. Hence (pb, x)∈ E(EQ I (N \ I)). Therefore p − a − pb − x is a path in EQ I (N \ I).
(ii) Suppose arp − ar0 ∈ I and xrb − xr0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N . Fix r ∈ N. Consider xr(ba) − xr0 = (xrb)a − xr0 ∈ I (similar to (i)). Hence (x, ba) ∈ E(EQ I (N \ I)).
Similarly, (ba)rp − (ba)r0 = b(arp) − ar0 ∈ I. Hence (ba, p) ∈ E(EQ I (N \ I)).
Therefore p − ba − x is a path in EQ I (N \ I).
(iii) Suppose pra − pr0 ∈ I and brx − br0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N . Fix r ∈ N. Consider pr(ab) − pr0 = (pra)b − pr0 ∈ I (similar to (i)). Hence (p, ab) ∈ E(EQ I (N \ I)).
Similarly, (ab)rx − (ab)r0 = a(brx) − (ab)r0 ∈ I. Hence (ab, x) ∈ E(EQ I (N \ I)).
Therefore p − ab − x is a path in EQ I (N \ I).
(iv) Suppose pra − pr0 ∈ I and xrb − xr0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N . Fix r ∈ N. Consider xr(bp) − xr0 = (xrb)p − xr0 ∈ I (similar to (i)). Hence (x, bp) ∈ E(EQ I (N \ I)).
Similarly, (bp)ra − (bp)r0 = b(pra) − (bp)r0 ∈ I. Hence (bp, a) ∈ E(EQ I (N \ I) ).
Therefore p − a − bp − x is a path in EQ I (N \ I). Thus diam(EQ I (N \ I)) ≤ 3.
Proposition 5.4.3. Let I be an ideal of zero-symmetric nearring N. If the vertex set of C I (N ) is restricted to N \ I then the graph obtained has at most one non-trivial
Proof. Let x, y be arbitrary non isolated vertices of EQ I (N \ I). We will prove that x and y are connected. Case 1: Let xy ∈ I. Then (x, y) ∈ E(C I (N \ I)). In the following cases we assume that x and y are not adjacent.
Case 2: Let xx ∈ I and yy ∈ I. Consider x(xy) = (xx)y ∈ I. Hence (x, xy) ∈ E(C I (N \ I)) and (xy)y = x(yy) ∈ I (N is zerosymmetric.) Hence (xy, y) ∈ E(C I (N \ I)). Therefore x − xy − y is a path in C I (N \ I).
Case 3: Let xx ∈ I and yy / ∈ I. As x is not an isolated vertex, there exists b ∈ (N \I)\{x, y} such that (b, y) ∈ E(C I (N \I)) ⇒ by ∈ I or yb ∈ I. We get following subcases. (i) Let by ∈ I. Suppose bx ∈ I. Then (x, b) ∈ E(C I (N \ I)). Therefore
Hence (xb, y) ∈ E(C I (N \I)). Also, x(xb) = (xx)b ∈ I. Hence (x, xb) ∈ E(C I (N \I)).
Therefore x − bx − y is a path in C I (N \ I).
Case 4: Let xx / ∈ I and yy ∈ I. Then the proof is similar to Case 3.
Case 5: Let xx / ∈ I and yy / ∈ I. As x and y are not an isolated vertices, there exist
by ∈ I or yb ∈ I. Suppose a = b. Then (a, x), (a, y) ∈ E(C I (N \ I)). Hence x − a − y is a path in C I (N \ I). Now suppose a = b and (a, b) ∈ E(C I (N \ I)). Then (a, x),
and (a, b) / ∈ E(C I (N \ I) ). Then we get following subcases.
(i) Suppose ax ∈ I and by ∈ I. Consider a(xb) = (ax)b ∈ I. Hence (a, xb) ∈ E(C I (N \ I)). Consider (xb)y = x(by) ∈ I (N is zerosymmetric). Hence (xb, y)∈ E(C I (N \ I) ). Therefore x − a − xb − y is a path in C I (N \ I).
(ii) Suppose ax ∈ I and yb ∈ I. Consider y(ba) = (yb)a ∈ I. Hence (y, ba) ∈ E(C I (N \ I)).
Consider (ba)x = b(ax) ∈ I. Hence (ba, x) ∈ E(C I (N \ I)). Therefore x − ba − y is a path in C I (N \ I). (iii) Suppose xa ∈ I and by ∈ I. Consider x(ab) = (xa)b ∈ I.
Hence (x, ab) ∈ E(C I (N \ I)). Consider (ab)y = a(by) ∈ I (N is zerosymmetric).
Hence (ab, y) ∈ E(C I (N \ I)). Therefore x − ab − y is a path in C I (N \ I). (iv) Suppose xa ∈ I and yb ∈ I. Consider y(bx) = (yb)x ∈ I. Hence (y, bx) ∈ E(C I (N \ I)). Proof. Let I be a c-prime ideal of N . Suppose there exists x, y ∈ N \ I such that (x, y) ∈ E(C I (N \ I)). Then xy ⊆ I or yx ⊆ I ⇒ x ∈ I or y ∈ I, a contradiction to the fact that x, y ∈ N \ I. Hence no two vertices of C I (N \ I) are connected.
Therefore C I (N \ I) is an empty graph.
Proposition 5.4.5. Let I be a proper ideal of N . If I is a 3-prime ideal of N then
is an empty graph.
Proof. Let I be a 3-prime ideal of N . Suppose there exists x, y ∈ N \ I such that (x, y) ∈ E(G I (N \ I) ). Then xN y ⊆ I or yN x ⊆ I ⇒ x ∈ I or y ∈ I, a contradiction to the fact that x, y ∈ N \ I. Hence there are no edges in G I (N \ I) . Therefore
Proposition 5.4.6. Let I be a proper ideal of N . If I is an equiprime ideal of N then EQ I (N \ I) is an empty graph.
Proof. Let I be an equiprime ideal of N . Suppose there exists p, x ∈ N \ I such that (p, x) ∈ E(EQ I (N \ I) ). Then for all r ∈ N, we get prx − pr0 ∈ I or xrp − xr0 ∈ I ⇒ p ∈ I or x ∈ I, a contradiction to the fact that x, y ∈ N \ I. Hence there are no edges in EQ I (N \ I). Therefore EQ I (N \ I) is an empty graph. N ) ), where Z(N ) is the set of all zero divisors of N . Let (x, y) ∈ E(C {0} (N \ {0}) ). Then x = 0, y = 0 such that
Let (x, y) ∈ E(Γ(N )). Then x = 0, y = 0 such that xy = 0 or yx = 0 ⇒ xy ⊆ {0} or yx ⊆ {0}. Hence (x, y) ∈ E(C {0} (N \ {0}) ). Therefore E(Γ(N )) ⊆ E(C {0} (N \ {0}) ). 
is edge partitioned by subgraphs G 1 and G 2 . 
Let (x, y) ∈ E(G I (N ) ). Then xN y ⊆ I or yN x ⊆ I. Let xN y ⊆ I. Now we have only two possible cases. Case 1: x ∈ I or y ∈ I. By Lemma 3.17 (ii) in Bhavanari, Kuncham, Kedukodi [20] , we get (x, y) ∈ E(K (I, N ) ). Note that (x, y) / ∈ E(G I (N \ I) ). Case 2: x / ∈ I and y / ∈ I. Then (x, y) ∈ E(G I (N \ I) ). By Definition 5.5.2, (x, y) / ∈ E(K(I, N )). Case 1 and Case 2 implies
As K(I, N ) and G I (N \ I)) are subgraphs of G I (N ), we get
The proof is similar for yN x ⊆ I.
Let (x, y) ∈ E(C I (N ). Then xy ∈ I or yx ∈ I. Without loss of generality, suppose xy ∈ I. Now we get only two possible cases. Case 1: x ∈ I or y ∈ I. By Proposition 5.3.4(ii), we get (x, y) ∈ E(K(I, N )). Note that (x, y) / ∈ E(C I (N \ I)). Case 2: x / ∈ I and y / ∈ I. Then (x, y) ∈ E(C I (N \ I)). By Definition 5.5.2, (x, y) / ∈ E(K(I, N )).
Case 1 and Case 2 implies
As K(I, N ) and C I (N \ I)) are subgraphs of C I (N ), we get
Then prx − pry ∈ I or xrp − xr0 ∈ I. Without loss of generality, suppose prx − pr0 ∈ I. Now we have only two possible cases. Case 1: p ∈ I or x ∈ I. By Proposition 5.3.1 (iii) we get (p, x) ∈ E(K (I, N ) ). Note that (p, x) / ∈ E(EQ I (N \ I)). Proof is similar for (p, x) ∈ EQ x I (N ). Case 2: p / ∈ I and x / ∈ I. Then (p, x) ∈ E(EQ I (N \ I)). By Definition 5.5.2, (p, x) / ∈ E(K (I, N ) ). Case 1 and Case 2 implies
As K(I, N ) and EQ I (N \ I)) are subgraphs of EQ I (N ) we get
Hence E(EQ I (N )) = E(K(I, N )) ⊕ E(EQ I (N \ I)).
Corollary 5.5.5. Let I be an ideal of N 1 and θ : N 1 → N 2 be an onto homomorphism.
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 5.5.4 because of the fact that θ(I) is an ideal of N 2 .
Example 5.5.6. Let N 1 = Z 2 × Z 4 and N 2 = Z 4 . Define θ :
Then θ is an onto nerring homomorphism. Let I = {(0, 0)}. Then θ(I) = {0}. Figure   5 .24 shows
In Figure 5 .24, observe that
Proposition 5.5.7. Let θ : N 1 → N 2 be an onto nearring homomorphism and I be an ideal of N 1 . Let
(ii) θ is a graph homomorphism from EQ I (N 1 ) to EQ θ(I) (N 2 ).
Proof. Let I be an ideal of N 1 . Then θ(I) is an ideal of N 2 . To prove (i), suppose
to G θ(I) (N 2 ). The proof is similar for yN x ⊆ I.
. Therefore θ is a graph homomorphism from EQ I (N 1 ) to EQ θ(I) (N 2 ). The proof is similar for (x, y) ∈ EQ y I (N 1 ). To prove (iii) , let x, y ∈ N 1 such that (x, y) ∈ E(C I (N 1 )). Then xy ∈ I or yx ∈ I. Let xy ∈ I. Then θ(xy) ∈ θ(I). As θ is a nearring homomorphism θ(x)θ(y) ∈ θ(I). Hence (θ(x), θ(y)) ∈ E(C θ(I) (N 2 )). Therefore θ is a graph homomorphism from C I (N 1 ) to C θ(I) (N 2 ). The proof is similar for yx ∈ I.
Lemma 5.5.8. If I is an ideal of N and
Proof. Let I is an ideal of N and x ∈ I. Then xN ⊆ I ⇒ xN y ⊆ Iy ⊆ I for all y ∈ N . Hence x is adjacent to y for all y ∈ N . Therefore then deg(x) = deg(0) in
Proposition 5.5.9. Let θ : N 1 → N 2 be an onto nearring homomorphism and I be an ideal of N 1 .
Proof. To prove (i), let x ∈ I. Then by Lemma 5.5.8, we get (x, y) ∈ E(G I (N 1 )) for all y ∈ N 1 ⇒ xN 1 y ⊆ I or yN 1 x ⊆ I for all y ∈ N 1 . Let xN 1 y ⊆ I for all
The proof is similar for yN 1 x ⊆ I for all y ∈ N 1 .
To prove (ii) , let x ∈ N 1 and p ∈ I. Then prx ∈ I for all r ∈ N 1 and (pr(0
To prove (iii) , let y ∈ N 1 and x ∈ I. Then xN 1 ⊆ I ⇒ xy ∈ I for all y ∈ N 1 ⇒ θ(xy) ∈ θ(I) for all y ∈ N 1 . As θ is a nearring homomorphism, we get
Corollary 5.5.10. Let θ : N 1 → N 2 be an onto nearring homomorphism.
(i) Let I be a 3-prime ideal of N 1 and x and y are adjacent in
(ii) Let H I = N 1 , H θ(I) = N 2 and I be an equiprime ideal of N 1 . If p and x are adja-
(iii) Let I be a c-prime ideal of N 1 . If x and y are adjacent in
Proof. To prove (i), let x, y ∈ N 1 such that (x, y) ∈ E(G I (N 1 )) . Then xN 1 y ⊆ I or yN 1 x ⊆ I. Let xN 1 y ⊆ I. By the property of 3-prime ideal, we get x ∈ I or y ∈ I.
Then by Proposition 5.5.9(i), we get deg (θ(x) 
The proof is similar for yN 1 x ⊆ I.
To prove (ii) 
. Then prx − pr0 ∈ I or xrp − xr0 ∈ I for all r ∈ N 1 . Let prx − pr0 ∈ I. By the property of equiprime ideal, we get p ∈ I or x ∈ I. Then by Proposition 5.5.9(ii), we get deg (θ(p) 
The proof is similar for xrp − xr0 ∈ I To prove (iii) , let x, y ∈ N 1 such that (x, y) ∈ E(C I (N 1 )). Then xy ∈ I or yx ∈ I.
Let xy ∈ I. By the property of c-prime ideal, we get x ∈ I or y ∈ I. Then by Proposition 5.5.9(iii), we get deg (θ(x) 
Remark 5.5.11. It is well known that the homomorphic image of a 3-prime (resp. c-prime, equiprime) ideal need not be a 3-prime (resp. c-prime, equiprime) ideal in general. For example, consider ψ : Z → Z 6 (where Z is the ring of integers and Z 6 is the ring of integers modulo 6) defined by ψ(x) = x mod 6. Then ψ is an onto ring homomorphism. Note that {0} is a 3-prime (resp. c-prime, equiprime) ideal of Z.
However ψ(I) = {0} is not a 3-prime (resp. c-prime, equiprime) ideal of Z 6 . Proposition 5.5.12. Let θ : N 1 → N 2 be an onto homomorphism and I be an ideal
Then y = θ(t) for some t / ∈ θ(I). Suppose t ∈ I. Then θ(t) ∈ θ(I). Hence
Proposition 5.5.13. Let I be an ideal of N 1 and θ : N 1 → N 2 be an onto homomorphism. Then
. Then there exists y ∈ N 1 such that xN 1 y I and yN 1 x I ⇒ xn 1 y / ∈ I and yn 2 x / ∈ I for some n 1 , n 2 ∈ N 1 to EQ θ(I) (N 2 ). Let I = {0 + 8Z, 4 + 8Z}. Then I is an ideal of N 1 . We have θ(I) = {0 + 4Z}. Graphs EQ I (N 1 ) and EQ θ(I) (N 2 ) are shown in Figure 5 .25. Proof. As I is an ideal of N 1 , we get θ(I) is an ideal of N 2 . By Proposition 5.5.7(i), we get θ is a graph homomorphism from G I (N 1 ) to G θ(I) (N 2 ). Suppose I = N 1 .
Then θ(I) = N 2 is a 3-prime ideal of N 2 . Let I ⊂ N 1 . As I is a 3-prime ideal of N 1 , by Proposition 5.4.1(i), we get I is vertex cover of G I (N 1 ). As θ preserves vertex cover, we get θ(I) is vertex cover of G θ(I) (N 2 ). Let (x, y) ∈ E(G θ(I) (N 2 )).
Then x ∈ θ(I) or y ∈ θ(I) (θ(I) vertex cover of G θ(I) (N 2 )). By Lemma 3.17 (ii) of Bhavanari, Kuncham and Kedukodi [20] , we get deg(x) = deg(0 N 2 ) or deg(y) = deg(0 N 2 ) in G θ(I) (N 2 ). Hence G θ(I) (N 2 ) is ideal symmetric. Let x ∈ N 2 such that deg(x) = deg(0 N 2 ) in G θ(I) (N 2 ). Then xN 2 y ⊆ θ(I) for all y ∈ N 2 . Suppose x = y.
Then xN 2 x ⊆ θ(I) ⇒ x ∈ θ(I) (θ(I) is 3-semiprime). As θ is onto, we get x = θ(x 1 ) for some x 1 ∈ N 1 . Now deg(θ( 
